
 

Problem set 8mL

Prollen L

a A quark confined to a region

of leiar dimension R has

by Heisenberg's uncertainty principle
a momentum

p v E
R

For a free relativistic quark the

energy is then
E pc tif St

b En 4 BR

For small R the last torn
dominates and En se as R 0

assuming C is positive which is
reasonable sier this term represents

kinetic energy For large R
the first term dominates and

En as R



The graph of Est should therefore

å iii

Eie should therefore have a

minimum and at this minimum
we have

DEI 0
DR

4K BR _Epa 0

C 4 BR

Inserting this vi En gives

EH min 415 BR 4FB R

BR



c With En min 10 MeV G mndmpa
and R 10 15 m I fn

D 3
Engine IE leker

16T I fns

59,7Mkr
d We want B 2004 Mer

in natural units Sine
to has units MW.fm
we can translate this to
normal units by dividing
by te 3

B 2004Mkr46197132713 Mer31ms

208,24MW fn

Using the result from c this gives
the size of the hadron as

R fy Et f
3

É 103µL 3

200,24MEU.IS



I 0,66 fn

e The lay pressure can be found
by noting that it arts like
a cosmological constant Its
contribution to the energy density
is BYU B content
independent of the volume
Therefore

ppg Sgi Be
Alternatively from the 1st law

of thermodynamics with also
Tds o_0 DE Ddr

D GÅ i

e

p ffu EET B

In the following into that there

iå EE åå
the quark phase note the
hadromi phase



Early on in the quark glem
plasma phase we have 8glans
with spin 1 so they are bosons

They are also massless så each
has 2 internal degrees of Freedom
The w and d quarks are fermions
each with 2 vitende degrees of
freedom spin E 3 degrees of
freedom from colour Cr g b
and each with their own antiparticle

Assuming equilibrium with the photons
at temperature T we therefore
set

g 8 2t
ftp.jqjIiini aw

37

For a relativistic gas Pe så
and gå tjo CkrsTI

CHIP

Adding the negative bag pressure
then gives
Paap 374K B

37 kost
3 B



F or the hadrons the bookkeeping
is easier We have 3 of them
and they all have spin 0 losens

giving just one internal degree
of freedom Furthermore It
is the antiparticle of IT and
it is its own antiparticle so
there is no additional contribution

from antiparticles Therefore

PH II 3
4

tap

1 CITY
Hcp

f At the phase transition we have

PH Pop Tc

tilleggs 37 HEI B30

5137 3 HEI B

koste 313114

140MW 144Mer



8 We use the relation between

time and temperature derived in
the lectures

t 2,4235
112 1 Mer s

in the radiation dominated era
As we have seen before the

QCD transition quarks and

gluons contributed 37 relativistic
degrees of freedom In addition
at temperatures T 140 MeV

photons are relativistic and barely
of the fermions electrons mums

and neutrinos are relativistic and

in equilibrium up to this paj.tw spin
This gneis ø ø

t.IE i iIiEistiJ
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så
t 2,423 k 5 HIIS
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